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Quantum-state preparation and control via the Zeno effect
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We present different schemes for preparing and maintaining the quantum state of multilevel systems. This is
achieved via a suitable combination of coherent trapping and the Zeno effect which serves to protect the
prepared state against undesired jumps to other states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent times there has been increasing interest in
engineering of quantum states@1#. This interest has bee
prompted by the continual progress in the practical appl
tion of quantum theory, which usually demands the tailor
of specific states~usually highly nonclassical! in order to
develop the possibilities offered by the quantum framew
~for example, to encode and process quantum information
to perform the most accurate measurements!.

In this work we propose practical schemes for prepar
the quantum state of multilevel systems. The objective is
such preparation must be robust, i.e., the prepared state
endure couplings and interactions that otherwise would a
it. We will demonstrate that this can be achieved via a s
able combination of coherent trapping, adiabatic followin
and the Zeno effect. Compared to other proposals@2,3#, the
schemes introduced in this work are simpler, more versa
and can be applied to systems with an arbitrary numbe
levels.

The Zeno effect refers to the inhibition of the isolat
dynamics of a system when the evolution is observed w
enough resolution@4#. In our context this can be used t
protect or block a given state by preventing undesired tr
sitions to other states@5,6#. Moreover, the Zeno effect allow
us to replace the original dynamics by a prescribed evolu
via suitably designed time-dependent measurements~inverse
Zeno effect! @2,7#. Therefore, the concept of the Zeno effe
serves to tailor the time evolution of an observed system

Perhaps the most important field of potential applicatio
of this idea would be the control on demand of the inter
electronic states of atoms and their time evolution. We
include the monitoring of the vibrational states of trapp
ions and molecules, for example. These applications are
interesting because the interaction between matter and l
and its use in manipulating one by the other, is of fundam
tal importance in quantum optics.

In this work we propose three different schemes for p
paring and controlling the quantum state of multilevel s
tems. They are introduced in Sec. II, focusing on the simp
nontrivial example of a two-level system. In Sec. III we ge
eralize them to the case of an arbitrary number of levels
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II. STATE PREPARATION AND CONTROL
IN TWO-LEVEL SYSTEMS

In this section we present three different procedures
preparing a two-level system in a given robust state.
simplicity we find it helpful to refer to two internal atomi
levels ~i.e., a two-level atom!, but the procedures can b
applied to other practical situations.

All the proposals will be based on the three-level arran
ment withL configuration schematized in Fig. 1. The syste
of interest is spanned by the metastable vectorsu1&,u2&.
These two levels are coupled via two coherent laser field
an auxiliary levelur &. The laser fields can be detuned and w
assume that the detuningD is the same for both. The leve
ur & can be unstable, decaying spontaneously to another
iliary level ul & at rate g. Different schemes are obtaine
depending on the particular values ofg andD. For simplicity
we assume thatur & does not decay tou1& andu2&. Neverthe-
less, below we will show that the same final results are
tained even ifur & does decay tou1& and u2&.

A. Resonant coupling to an unstable level

In this first proposal the driving fields are resonant (D
50) and the auxiliary stateur & is unstable (gÞ0). The dy-
namics of the whole system is described by the followi
master equation, in the interaction picture and units wh
\51, for the density matrixr:

ṙ52 i @HV ,r#2
g

2
~ ur &^r ur1rur &^r u22ul &^r urur &^l u!

~2.1!

FIG. 1. Level diagram for preparing robust linear combinatio
of the metastable statesu1& and u2&. These levels are coupled b
two laser fields to an auxiliary levelur & that can decay to the leve
ul & at rateg. The parametersV1 andV2 denote the strength of the
laser couplings andD is the detuning. The three cases discussed
the text are (A) gÞ0, D50; (B) g50, D50; (C) g50, D
Þ0.
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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ALFREDO LUIS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 052112
with

HV5 (
k51

2

~Vk* ur &^ku1Vkuk&^r u!, ~2.2!

whereVk are constants depending on the phase and inten
of the driving beams.

The analysis of the dynamics can be simplified if we u
the basis

uc&5
1

V
~V1u1&1V2u2&),

~2.3!

uu&5
1

V
~V2u1&2V1u2&),

whereV5AV1
21V2

2. In this basis the Hamiltonian is

HV5V~ ur &^cu1uc&^r u!, ~2.4!

and the level scheme in Fig. 1 can be replaced by the sim
one in Fig. 2 withD50. We can see that the only sta
coupled to the auxiliary levelur & is uc& ~coupled state!. Due
to the unstable character ofur & all the population inuc& will
be irreversibly transferred toul & and removed from the sys
tem.

On the other hand, the stateuu& is completely decoupled
from the rest of the levels. SinceHVuu&50 this state is sta-
tionary ~within the interaction picture!. If the atom is pre-
pared inuu& it will remain always in the same state. In oth
words, this procedure is a coherent trapping anduu& is the
trapped or dark state@8#.

Any linear combination ofu1& andu2& can be prepared in
this way simply by choosing the appropriate coupling co
stantsV1 and V2. Moreover, it is possible to change th
prepared state at will simply by suitably varyingV1 andV2.
The only requisite is that such a variation must be adiaba
V1(t),V2(t) must vary slowly so that at any tim
HV(t)uu(t)&50 ~adiabatic following! @8#.

The prepared stateuu& depends only on the relative valu
V1 /V2 of the coupling strengths. The absolute valueV is a
free parameter that can be used to render the stateuu& stable
and robust. More specifically, the purpose is to prevent
herent transitions fromuu& to uc&. This can be achieved via
the Zeno effect since the transitionuc&→ur & and the sponta-
neous emission of a photon whenur & decays toul & can be

FIG. 2. Level scheme fully equivalent to Fig. 1 in terms of t
coupleduc& and uncoupleduu& states.
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regarded as a continuous measurement of whether the
sition from uu& to uc& has occurred or not. The emission
the photon is evidence that the system was in the stateuc&
instead ofuu&. For suitableV andg the measurement can b
accurate enough so that the Zeno effect occurs: i.e., the
lution from uu& to uc& is prevented and the system is block
in the desired stateuu& @9#.

To examine this possibility in quantitative terms we i
clude in the dynamics an interaction termHv inducing uu&
→uc& transitions,

Hv5v~ uu&^cu1uc&^uu!. ~2.5!

The evolution of the system is given by Eq.~2.1!, replacing
HV by HV1Hv . It can be easily seen that the evolutio
equations for all the matrix elements involving only th
statesuc&, uu&, and ur & form a closed set. This allows us t
simplify the problem since the unnormalized projection
the whole system into the subspace spanned byuc&, uu&, and
ur & ~we will denote such a projection asuc&) evolves accord-
ing to the following Schro¨dinger equation with complex
Hamiltonian:

uċ&52 i S HV1Hv2 i
g

2
ur &^r u D uc&. ~2.6!

The projectionuc& is a pure state because the initial stateuu&
is pure. If we expressuc& as

uc&5acuc&1auuu&1a r ur &, ~2.7!

we get the following equations of motion for the coefficien

ȧc52 ivau2 iVa r ,

ȧu52 ivac , ~2.8!

ȧ r52 iVac2
g

2
a r .

Our initial conditions areac5a r50 andau51.
These equations can be easily solved. However, we

simplify them further since we must consider system para
eters leading to a good observation regime of the momen
which the uu&→uc& transition occurs. This means that th
following relations should be satisfied@9#:

g,V,
V2

g
@v. ~2.9!

This implies that as soon as the system is in the stateuc& a
uc&→ur & transition takes place andur & immediately decays to
ul & with the emission of a photon. This takes place in a tim
interval short when compared to the period of theuc&↔uu&
oscillation caused byHv .

The conditions~2.9! introduce two different time scales t
the problem that allow us to eliminate rapid transients, wh
are invisible in the coarse-grained time scale of interest
good approximation of Eqs.~2.8! is obtained by considering
that a r is always in its steady-state value,a r5
2-2
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QUANTUM-STATE PREPRATION AND CONTROL VIA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 052112
2(2iV/g)ac , which adiabatically follows the evolution o
ac . This reduces Eqs.~2.8! to

ȧc52
2V2

g
ac2 ivau ,

~2.10!
ȧu52 ivac .

SinceV2@vg we can simplify Eqs.~2.10! by considering
that ac is always in its steady-state valueac
52 igvau /(2V2). This leads to

ȧu52
gv2

2V2
au , ~2.11!

and finally

au~ t !5e2(gv2/2V2)t. ~2.12!

The conclusion is that it is possible to protect the stateuu&
against disturbing couplings during a time intervalt given
by

t!
2V2

gv2
. ~2.13!

If t<t we have thatuc(t)&.uc(0)&5uu&. This time interval
can be made arbitrarily large simply by increasingV.

Because of conditions~2.9! this time interval encom-
passes many periods of the potential oscillation caused
Hv . Therefore, this preservation of the initial stateuu& is an
example of the coherent Zeno effect in which the observa
prevents a coherent transitionuu&→uc&. On the other hand
this result can also be regarded as an example of the i
herent Zeno effect, which takes place when an irrevers
decay is halted. This is because the initial stateuu& is un-
stable because of the cascade of transitions

uu&→uc&→ur &→ul &. ~2.14!

This is an example of so-called reservoir engineering wh
a metastable state becomes unstable on demand@10#. The
interpretation as an incoherent Zeno effect has the peculia
that the observing apparatus is involved in the mechan
causing the decay.

To conclude this point, this same scheme can be rega
also as a potential implementation of the so-called inve
Zeno effect: i.e., dynamics caused and controlled by m
surement@2,7#. This occurs ifV1 and V2 are varied adia-
batically. In such a case the measuring arrangement is de
ing the population of the time-dependent statesuc(t)& and
uu(t)&. In the appropriate limit, the measurement forces
system to be always in the stateuu(t)& evolving as dictated
by the measuring arrangement, irrespective of any other
namical influences.

We have shown that if the atom is prepared in the s
uu& it will always remain in the same state. Next we addre
the initial preparation. In the scheme just analyzed we h
that after a suitable time interval all the population of t
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coupled stateuc& will be completely removed from the sys
tem of interest due to the spontaneous decay of the levelur &.
Thus, when the stationary state is reached all the ato
population in levelsu1& and u2& is necessarily in the dark
stateuu& irrespective of the initial conditions.

We can briefly discuss another procedure for prepar
the initial state of the system which is also valid for mo
general schemes, including the examples to be analyzed
low. Using the above mentioned adiabatic transfer it is p
sible to prepare the two-level system in the desired s
starting from any other state~sayuu&5u1&, for instance! and
no fields (V15V250) as the initial conditions. In the firs
place the fieldV2 should be turned on whileV150. This
step does not require any special care since the trans
from 0 to V2 does not perturb the decoupled atomic st
uu&5u1& in any case. Then the other fieldV1 can be turned
on. In this case the transition from 0 toV1 must be done
slowly enough so that the dark state evolves adiabatica
Otherwise, a sudden turn on would significantly perturb
atomic state. This method can be applied provided that d
ing these steps there are no external perturbations that m
alter the atomic state before it comes to be protected by
Zeno effect.

Finally, we show that the same results are obtained a
including the possibility of spontaneous transitions fromur &
to u1& and u2&. This is because once the Zeno effect freez
the system in the stateuu& there are no further transitions t
ur &. Therefore it no longer matters howur & would decay. The
essential point is that the decay must be evidence that
atom leaves the stateuu&. Concerning the initial preparation
of uu&, the spontaneous decay ofur & to u1& and u2& would
favor the population ofuu&.

B. Resonant coupling to a metastable state

Next we propose a slightly different example, also lead
to the robust preparation of any desired state for a two-le
system. The driving fields are again resonant (D50), but in
this case the levelur & is metastable (g→0) so that it does
not decay to any other level during the time interval of i
terest. Nevertheless, we will see that the final result is
same obtained in the preceding subsection.

The levelsuc&, uu&, and ur & form a closed system expe
riencing a purely unitary dynamics governed by the Ham
tonianHV in Eq. ~2.2!. After the definitions~2.3! the inter-
action Hamiltonian becomes~2.4! and Fig. 1 becomes Fig. 2
with D50 and g50. Here again we have the same u
coupled stateuu& which can be prepared in an arbitrary sta
by adiabatically varyingV1 andV2.

To study the stability ofuu& against couplings of the form
~2.5! we have to solve the Schro¨dinger equation

uċ&52 i ~HV1Hv!uc&, ~2.15!

with the initial conditionuc(0)&5uu&. The solution leads to
the following survival probability of the uncoupled stateuu&:
2-3
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ALFREDO LUIS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 052112
Pu~ t !5 z^uuc~ t !& z25
1

~11h2!2
@11h2 cos~V̄t !#2,

~2.16!

whereh5v/V andV̄5AV21v2.
We are interested in the conditions leading to the lim

Pu(t)→1 for all times. This can be achieved provided th
V@v. In such a caseh→0 and the survival probability can
be approximated by

Pu~ t !.124S v

V D 2

sin2~V̄t/2!, ~2.17!

so thatPu(t)→1 whenv/V→0.
It can be asked whether this preservation of the uncoup

state can be regarded as a Zeno effect. It might be arg
that no measurement is performed sinceg50 and the evo-
lution is purely unitary. However, this evolution may be t
initial stage of a measurement in which the observed sys
is unitarily coupled to the probe or meter. It has been sho
that the Zeno effect can occur without completing the m
surement provided that the probe carries relevant informa
about the system@11#. In our case the propagation of th
field modes driving theuc&↔ur & transition depends on
whether the atomic state isuc& or uu&, since they lead to a
different polarization of the medium. Therefore, this bloc
ing of the system in the stateuu& may also be regarded as
Zeno effect. Nevertheless, a complete analysis of this p
would require a quantum treatment of the driving fields. F
further discussions about the relationship between the Z
effect and coherent trapping with and without dissipatio
see Ref.@12#.

C. Nonresonant coupling to a metastable state

In this example the auxiliary levelur & is again metastable
(g50) but the driving fields are not resonant (DÞ0) and we
assume that the detuningD is the same for the two field
~two-photon resonance for the transitionu1&↔u2&).

The space spanned byu1&, u2&, andur & is a closed system
and the dynamics, in a suitably defined interaction picture
governed by the interaction Hamiltonian

HV52Dur &^r u1 (
k51

2

~Vk* ur &^ku1Vkuk&^r u!. ~2.18!

With the help of the definitions~2.3! this Hamiltonian can be
written as

HV52Dur &^r u1V~ ur &^cu1uc&^r u!. ~2.19!

Concerning the robustness of the dark stateuu&, we can
show that it is stable against couplings such as~2.5! provided
that the detuningD is large enough,D@V. In such a case no
transitionsur &↔uc& occur since the total Hamiltonian can b
approximated by

HV1Hv.2~D1d!ur &^r u1duc&^cu1v~ uu&^cu1uc&^uu!,
~2.20!
05211
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whered5V2/D. We can see thatd acts as a detuning for th
uc&↔uu& transition. If d@v we obtain an effective interac
tion Hamiltonian of the form

HV1Hv.2~D1d!ur &^r u2euu&^uu1~d1e!uc&^cu,
~2.21!

wheree5v2/d.
In these conditions we can conclude from Eq.~2.21! that

uu& is a robust trapped state. Incidentally, we can also se
Eq. ~2.21! that the statesuc& and uu& play equivalent roles.
Both are stationary~within the interaction picture! and both
can be considered as robust trapped states.

III. STATE PREPARATION AND CONTROL IN N-LEVEL
SYSTEMS

In this section we generalize the two-level schemes in
duced in the preceding section to an arbitrary number
levels. In the first place we examine a three-level syst
because it properly illustrates the general case.

The caseN53 is illustrated in Fig. 3. The system o
interest is spanned by the vectorsu1&, u2&, and u3&. Each
level is coupled by coherent laser fields to two auxiliary le
els ur 1& andur 2&. As in the preceding section we can consid
three different cases: (A) ur 1& and ur 2& unstable and exac
resonance; (B) ur 1& and ur 2& metastable and exact reso
nance; (C) ur 1& and ur 2& metastable and no resonance.

Here we will consider in some detail the caseB. The cases
A andC are straightforward once we have examined this o
In the interaction picture the Hamiltonian is

HV5(
j 51

2

(
k51

3

~Vk, j* ur j&^ku1Vk, j uk&^r j u!, ~3.1!

whereVk, j are complex coupling constants that depend
the driving fields. In the most general case this Hamilton
defines two coupled statesuc1& and uc2&,

ucj&5
1

V j
(
k51

3

Vk, j uk&, j 51,2, ~3.2!

whereV j
25(k51

3 uVk, j u2. On the other hand, there is an u
coupled state defined by the orthogonality conditions^cj uu&
50 for j 51,2.

FIG. 3. Level system for preparing robust linear combinatio
of the metastable statesu1&, u2&, andu3&. Each level is coupled by
two laser fields to two auxiliary levelsur 1&,ur 2& that can decay to
the levelsul 1&,ul 2&.
2-4
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QUANTUM-STATE PREPRATION AND CONTROL VIA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 052112
In terms of these vectors the Hamiltonian can be writ
as

HV5(
j 51

2

V j~ ur j&^cj u1ucj&^r j u!, ~3.3!

and the associated level diagram is schematized in Fig
From Eq.~3.3! it is clear thatuu& is a dark stateHVuu&50. If
the system is prepared in the stateuu& it will always remain
in the same state. Arbitrary linear combinations ofu1&, u2&,
andu3& can be prepared in this way simply by suitably var
ing the intensities and phases of the driving fields.

As before, the Zeno effect can be used to render the
coupled stateuu& stable against interactions of the form

Hv5(
j 51

2

v j~ uu&^cj u1ucj&^uu!. ~3.4!

According to the results of the preceding section, the rob
ness can be achieved provided thatV1 ,V2@v1 ,v2 since in
such a case the transitionsuu&→ucj& are prevented.

Now we can easily generalize these results to an arbit
numberN of levels. Formulas~3.1!, ~3.2!, ~3.3! and~3.4! are
valid simply by extending the range of variation of the su
in the formk51,2, . . . ,N and j 51,2, . . . ,N21. Each level
is coupled toN21 auxiliary levelsur j&. In the most genera
case this naturally definesN21 coupled statesucj& and one
uncoupled stateuu&. The preparation ofuu& is robust pro-
vided that the coupling constantsV j for the transitions
ucj&↔ur j& are strong enough to preventuu&→ucj& transi-
tions.

Similar conclusions are obtained for the casesA and C.
Nevertheless, for schemeC there is a much simpler gene
alization than the one just discussed. As we have mentio
above, for the caseC andN52 the coupled and uncouple
states are equivalent. Taking advantage of this fact we
propose the generalization illustrated in Fig. 5, in which
levels are coupled to a single auxiliary state. When compa
to the preceding one, this arrangement requires only one
iliary level ~instead ofN21) and onlyN21 driving fields
@instead ofN(N21)#. The Hamiltonian in the interaction
picture is

HV52Dur &^r u1 (
k51

N

~Vkuk&^r u1Vk* ur &^ku!, ~3.5!

FIG. 4. Level scheme equivalent to Fig. 3 in terms of t
coupled (uc1&,uc2&) and uncoupled (uu&) states. In this case th
levels ur 1&,ur 2& do not decay and there is exact resonance.
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which defines a single coupled state

uc&5
1

V (
k51

N

Vkuk&, ~3.6!

whereV25(k51
N uVku2. The Hamiltonian can be written as

HV52Dur &^r u1V~ uc&^r u1ur &^cu!, ~3.7!

and the level scheme in Fig. 5 can be replaced by the sim
one in Fig. 6. Accordingly, there areN21 uncoupled or-
thogonal statesHVuuj&50 with ^uj uc&50 and ^uj uum&
5d j ,m , for j ,m51,2, . . . ,N21.

For large detuningD@V the interaction becomes purel
dispersive,

HV.2~D1d!ur &^r u1duc&^cu, ~3.8!

with d5V2/D. In this case, the desired state isuc&. If the
system is prepared in the stateuc& it will always remain in
such a state. Any desired state can be prepared in this wa
suitably choosing the intensities and phases of the driv
fields. According to the results of the preceding section t
preparation will be stable and robust provided thatd is large
enough.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined several arrangements for enginee
the quantum state of multilevel systems in such a way t
the prescribed state is protected against outside pertu
tions. These arrangements can be regarded as applicatio
the Zeno and inverse Zeno effects to the preparation
control of quantum systems. The schemes examined

FIG. 5. Level diagram for preparing robust linear combinatio
of the N levels u1&,u2&, . . . ,uN&. Each level is coupled to the sam
auxiliary metastable levelur & by nonresonant laser fields. The p
rametersV j , j 51,2, . . . ,N, denote the strength of the coupling
andD is the detuning.

FIG. 6. Level scheme fully equivalent to Fig. 5 in terms of th
coupled (uc&) and uncoupled (uu1&, . . . ,uuN21&) states.
2-5
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ALFREDO LUIS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 052112
based on different forms of continuous observation. It
worth stressing that the whole analysis is purely dynam
in terms of joint meter-system evolution equations. We ne
resort to any of the peculiar features of the measuremen
the quantum theory, such as the projection postulate.
have considered schemes based on purely unitary evolu
as well as arrangements based on irreversible dynamics.
cording to our results, all of them are equally suitable
robust coherent trapping.

We point out that these schemes are applicable to
systems. This is because they are based on concepts su
coherent trapping, dark states, and the Zeno effect wh
t.
J.
,
A
l,

,

s.
.

A

d
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have already been tested experimentally in many differ
atomic systems@6,8#. In particular, practical arrangemen
that can serve to implement the proposed schemes ca
found in the context of optical pumping, where the Ze
shielding has already been observed experimentally@13#.

As we have mentioned above, these schemes can b
theoretical interest concerning the accurate storage and tr
fer of information encoded in quantum systems since th
avoid alterations of the state of the system. We could inclu
applications to the manipulation of the motional state
trapped ions and their interaction with light fields via th
control of the internal state of the ion.
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